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PERSPECTIVES

Feminist Solidarity, Reflective Solidarity:
Theorizing Connections
After Identity Politics
Jodi Dean

ABSTRACT. This article presents the concept of reflective solidarity as an ideal of feminist coalition. Reflective solidarity is defined as
the muhial expectation of a responsible orientation to relationship.
Situating itself among other feminist efforts to theorize connections
after identity politics, the article builds from a critical appraisal of
recent work by Sliane Phelan (1 994), Lee Quinby (1994), and Donna
Haraway (1991). It argues that these works contribute significantly
to feminist theory when they arc understood in the context of comnmunication and dialogue. The remainder of the paper develops this
context through an analysis of the coinmunicative underpinnings of
the word “we” and through the development of the concept of the
perspective of situated, hypothetical thirds. {Ariiclc copies nvailnblefor
a feejvni l7ie Hnwrili Document Delivery Service: 1-800-342-9678.E-niail
address: gelii~~inwo,.lli.coii~
In the 1980s and early 1990s “identity” was one of feminist theory’s
unruly categories. “Identity” appeared as a keyword in discussions of
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women’s equality with men, in critiques of the sexual, racial, and class
suppositions of mainstream and academic feminism, and in inquiries into
the production of subjectivities and the corresponding constitution of abject and denied others (Butler 1993). Getting identity right, coming up
with an account of identity that avoided the Scylla and Charybdis of
essentialist exclusion and constructivist depoliticization seemed crucially
important. For those involved in these debates, not only was feminism’s
acknowledgementof the richness and complexity of women’s experiences
at stake, but also its capacity to theorize the conditions for and possibilities
of feminism as a political movement.
The debate around identity and the critique of identity politics sometimes led us to forget that discussion and change were linked to identity
during the early, now mythic and mythologized, days of second wave
feminism. The critique itself has sometimes effected an even greater stress
on identity, leading to theoretical efforts that have been insufficiently
attuned to the contexts in which individual and group identities arise
(Hausman 1995). Consequently, the political side of identity politics as
well as a sense of feminism as a political movement in history have moved
out of focus.’
Judith Grant’s (1993) work is an important exception to this tendency.
She shows how radical feminism constituted itself in part through and
against Marxism. As she reminds us, a number of socialist and radical
feminists articulated their awareness of women’s oppression with Marxist
categories, reformulating them to explain women’s sex-based subordination as a class. In response to criticisms raised by new left men, some
feminists replaced Marxism’s objective understanding of oppression with
a subjective one rooted in women’s knowledge and experience (Grant
1993, 30). Since Marxist theory relied on a revolutionary class, these
feminists concluded that theorizing the subject of feminism and the process by which one comes to know oneself as a feminist was necessary for
the struggle against sexism (e.g., Hartsock 1983; MacKinnon 1989).
Taking women as the subject of feminism, many second wave feminists
saw consciousness-raising as central to the process of transforming
women into feminists. As women shared their experiences with each other, they would discover common patterns and work out the political implications of these patterns. Moreover, they would supplement and, for
some, replace their heretofore primary connections to men and children
with the relationships to women they developed through discussions.
Women’s identities thus came to be theorized as the basis for feminist
politics even as these identities changed and shifted.
I am interested in what happens next, in response to the critique of
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identity and identity politics. For there has recently emerged, if not exactly
a consensus, then at least a strong sense among some feminist theorists
that we are in a post-identity phase (Butler 1990; Mann 1994; Quinby
1994; Phelan 1994; Brown 1995). This sense can be articulated with
several interconnecting ideas. The first addresses the changed political
context and says that it is no longer necessary to focus on identity. This
view holds that although theorizing identity was important at earlier stages
in the fight against sexism when, for example, women were not even
visible as political subjects, today we have moved to a different point. We
are the third wave, not the second. This view has both radical and conservative glosses, depending on interpretations of the political achievements
of the women’s movement and assessments of the backlash against them.
The second idea involved in the sense that we are beyond identity builds
from the first but stresses feminist strategy, finding deployment of the
category of identity no longer useful. Explanations as to why identity is
not a fruitful place for conceptualizingfeminist politics vary and include
arguments that address contextual changes as well as conceptual inadequacies. Finally, the third view relies on the conceptual limitations of the
category of identity. Incorporating poststructuralist critiques of identity,
subjectivity,and agency, this view draws attention to the limits of a politics
premised on what is understood as a logic of repression and exclusion.
Although a number of feminist theorists may agree that we are in a
post-identity phase, what this means for our understanding of feminism
and feminist politics remains hotly contested. Some of the most interesting
approaches look to the contextual and conceptual difficulties that have
rendered identity problematic and argue for a situated and local politics, a
polit‘ics that acknowledges limits and complexity. Rather than conceiving
identity in terms of a unified conception of the self or a faed account of
who one “is,” these theories are more likely to treat identity as a location
(Alcoff 1988). Identity refers to a site from which the world is viewed.
Emphasis is then on the material and discursivepractices and relationships
that intersect at specific points in specific lives.
This theoretical shift to social location has significant advantages for
feminist politics. It replaces a stress on the “hierarchy of oppressions”
with an intersectional understanding of the relationship of race, sex, and
class (Crenshaw 1993). It refocuses our political energies from the authenticity of our experiences to the matrixes of power that produce them.
Finally, thinking about identity at a site facilitates coalition building. Since
who will work with us is not designated in advance by an identity category, indeed, since we do not even know who “we” are, we have to make
efforts to connect and find common cause with a variety of different
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people. Put somewhat differently, because there is no prior separation of
friends and enemies, anyone can be a potential ally. Consequently, the
question about allies becomes, as Shane Phelan explains, “not whether
they are ‘really’ allies, but how to make them allies” (1994, 156).
Looking at three recent approaches to feminist coalitional politics, I take
up Phelan’s question about how to make allies. I show how Phelan’s idea of
specificity, Lee Quinby’s (1994) stress on genealogy, and Donna Haraway’s
(1991) vision of accountability provide important tools for bringing disparate needs and interests together in political alliance. I argue, however, that
these tools are useful only after the fact, that is, after a “we” has emerged
through conununicative engagement and debate. Indeed, each of these
views depends on preexisting conversationsat which the theorist only hints.
By thematizing these conversations, I develop a concept of the kind of
relationships important to femhist coalitional practices, the concept of reflective solidarity. Because it refers to the mutual expectation of a responsible orientation to relationship, this understanding of solidarity helps us
understand how coalitionsare possible. It does so by theorizing the perspectives and orientations we need to adopt if we are to work together.
Feminist theory needs a concept of reflective solidarity if its stress on
local poli’tics and coalitional practices is to avoid replicating the competitive, instrumental mind-set of interest group pluralism on the one hand,
and a utopian, unquestioning multiculturalismon the other. Just as it is not
the case that the success of any one group entails the failure of the others
(as if group boundaries were somehow natural or given), so is it equally
implausible that everyonewith “minority” or “marginal” status automatically agrees. Consequently, we need a way to think about how we can
come together in coalition, a way to thematize the attitude of those who.
work together in common political struggle. bell hooks points us in this
direction when she evokes “a politics of solidarity wherein sisterhood is
powerhl because it emerges from a concrete practice of contestation,
confiontation, and struggle” (1994, 100). Reflective solidarity is my
working out of hooks’ idea so as to provide an understanding of the
conununicativeunderpinningsof feminist coalitional practices?
The concept of reflective solidarity is rooted in the idea that feminist
solidarity inust include two moments: that of opposition to those who
would exclude or oppress another and that of our mutual recognition of
each other’s specificity. In this respect, my stress on solidarity resonates
with the histoiy of class politics and current efforts to look more closely at
women’s class, economic, and material conditions. My concept of solidarity, however, differs fkom the one commonly associated with Marxism and
the labor movement. The ideal of solidarity with the working class often
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repressed dissent and discussion. Party loyalty required that many interests
be set aside, interests such as child care, pregnancy leave, women’s wages,
and the employment of women in certain occupations. In contrast, I argue
for a solidarity that arises through critique and discussion, in the course of
communicative engagements like those of consciousness raising, yet informed by the lessons of the interveningdecades. Such a reflective notion
of solidarity seeks to reclaim the processes of discussion and possibilities
for change linked with identity in the early years of second wave American feminism. It enables us to grasp how the connections and relationships
articulated with the term “feminist” are produced through repeated
interrogations of politicized terms and identities as we confront exclusion,
oppression, and domination.
We must, however, be up front about the limits of theory: a new concept
of solidarity will not build coalitions by itself. Nonetheless, I am convinced that a major barrier to women’s working together has been our
inability to conceive of connecting with each other through and across our
differences. We have too ofien presumed that to fight for the same goals,
our politics must stem from the same experiences. This has prevented us
from attending to how we can build connections; how, for example, upper
and middle class women can become aware of the circumstances of poor
women’s lives, appreciate poor women’s contributions as well as the dificulties they face, and work alongside them for better housing, child and
medical care, job opportunities, and economic benefits. Because our differences from each other have been conceptualized as barriers, we have
understood relationships as premised on agreement. This has kept us from
working together when consensus is not possible.
We do not need to agree with everyone about everything. We can find
momentary points of convergence. We can link some particular sets of
interests with others in broader assaults on those hegemonic institutions,
practices, and discourses causing pain and suffering. But because the
presumption of commonality has led us to turn political differences into
identity differences, we have viewed disagreements over issues as fundamental disavowals of who we a m Thus, we have failed to notice that some
of our disagreements are just not about identity.
I present a reflective concept of solidarity, then, as part of feminist
theory’s move beyond identity. By turning our attention away from our
selves and toward our interconnections, we reconceive our differences as
opportunities, as perspectives and talents that give us new understandings
of the relations of power in some peoples’ lives as well as new ways to
combat and resist them. Like Emile Durkheim’s (1972)concept of organic
solidarity, my idea of reflective solidarity treats differences fbnctionally,
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as the benefits and results of the complex web of interconnections within
which we are individuated. Whereas Durkheim’s notion operates at the
level of social structure, mine is explicitly conceptual, a way of thinking
about and interpreting connections. Elsewhere I draw upon the work of
JUrgen Habermas and argue that reflective solidarity provides an ideal for
understanding ties in contexts that extend from the intimate to the universal (1996). Here I focus on the level of political and ethical interests and
present solidarity as an ideal of feminist coalition. Once we recognize that
the more differentiated we are, the more we depend on each other for
recognition and connection, we create the possibility for seeing our relationships themselves as key components in the process of working together on shared political concerns.
SPECIFICITY

In a discussion that combines autobiographical storytelling with
theoretical analysis and critique, Shane Phelan (1994) elaborates an idea
of specificity with the potential for bringing together diverse feminisms.
The specifics of specificity depend on the Context in which the term
appears. I ain interested in Phelan’s account of the role specificity plays in
building coalitions. Critical of the ways interpretations of difference fluctuate between views that focus on one “difference,” while leveling or
deleting all others, and views that attend to social location, while reading
any use of “their” difference as appropriation, Phelan argues that specificity provides a third possibility. She writes:
Moving from the idea of “difference,” which all too often lends
itself to such unbridgeable gaps, toward specificity of locations or
“identity points” allows us to acknowledge inequalities of power
and position (as well as differences not so easily captured in a linear
frame of measurement) while through that very acknowledgment
discovering and articulating the linkages between us. Specificity
provides the ground for commonality without sameness . (70)

..

Specificity allows for the inaIienable individuality of each while drawing attention to the larger patterns, structures, and relationships through
which we are interconnected. It expresses the fact that individuality depends on and emerges out of intersubjective relationships.
As one “gets specific,” as one examines one’s own life for the “lines
and effects of power,” one creates an opportunity for connection. Appeals
to difference have had the unfortunate side effect of becoming all too
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easily reified into rigid conceptions of identity. Such conceptions make
coalitional work difficult if not impossible (Dean 1996). In contrast, because it involves a more thorough exploration of particular experiences
and positions, specificity enables us to see connections that heretofore
may have been occluded. As we see the disparities in our positions, as we
acknowledge the places where we disagree and conflict, we create opportunities for alliance. Precisely because we neither paper over nor become
stuck in the places where our interests may be opposed, we open up
possibilities for working together on other fronts. Specificity, then, is a
tool for constructingcoalitions.
Throughout her discussion of alliances and coalition, Plielan stresses
speaking, being heard, interpreting, talking, listening, and negotiating
(139-159). Unfortunately, she does not explicitly connect the process of
getting specific with actual conversations or communicative interactions.
This is a problem because getting specific makes one vulnerable. To narrate
the specifics of my experiences requires that I open myself up to others. It
exposes me. Specificity, then, requires trust. I have to trust those to whom I
am telling my story. This idea is familiar to those of us who have worked on
creating “safe spaces” in our classrooms and communities. Moreover, it is
crucial for understanding how specificity facilitates coalition: specifLing
our histories and places can only bring us together if we listen to learn, if we
begin hearing another’s story with an attitude of respect. Cindy Patton
points to the politics involved in the ways our stories are heard when she
describes how new-right identity “reinterprets proud gay speech as confessions to the distinctive perversion that gay liberation’s reversal sought to
expose as fraud. If coming out says, ‘We’re queer, we’re here, get used to
it,’ new-right identity appropriates this to say, ‘We h e w it,’ and to society,
‘We told you SO’” (Patton 1993, 146-147). My point is that because specificity entails vulnerability and depends on trust we need to situate the
process of getting specific in a larger conversationalcontext.
Our conversationsneed built-in norms and expectationsthat can help us
feel safe. We need to have reasons to trust each other, especially when we
approach the question of coalition from positions differentiated in terms of
power. Two sorts of problems arise when there are no safeguardsor rules
to guide our conversations. The first is the familiar free-rider problem. For
specificity to contribute to coalition-building, actors must share the expectation that they will each have an opportunity to get specific. If I am to
tell my story, I need to understand that you will tell yours, perhaps not
now, but sometime. This kind of expectation is but one example of an ideal
of equal reciprocitythat can build safeguardsinto our discussions.Second,
as the quote from Patton makes clear, there will always be some risk that
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iny specifics inay be used in ways I do not intend. Nonetheless, talking
about them with those whoin I expect or hope to become allies is not the
same as being forced to reveal them. Phelan is sensitive to the potentially
intrusive misuse of specificity (12-13). Yet she does not investigate the
possibility of inappropriate questions, of situations where someone might
demand to know another’s specifics, or where someone might confess or
divulge more information than another wants or needs to know. To help
prevent these sorts of violations, getting specific needs to take place in
discussions in which participants share a sense of mutual respect. Specificity can help us create solidary connections. But it can only do so in the
context of conversations in which we take a responsible orientation to our
relationship.
Phelan emphasizes that we need to develop allies, rather than assume
that allies are somehow already there. How this might be achieved through
discussion it not addressed. She argues that since grand theories of race,
class, gender, and sexuality fail to express the complexity of oppression in
contemporary life, political action will require talking, listening, and hanging together even when we may disagree. But she does not investigatehow
talking and listening could create those connections that enable us to stick
together when we disagree. Finally, she interprets community as a “site of
questioning who ‘we’ are and what ‘we’ are doing together” (95). Although this is an immensely useful way of thinking about community,
Phelan does not develop it.
Phelan views coalition as a process. She writes: “Coalition cannot be
simply the strategic alignment of diverse groups over a single issue, nor
can coalition mean finding the real unity behind our apparently diverse
struggles” (140). A coalition, then, should not be viewed as the way that
some get others to fight their battles. Indeed, I read Phelan as making the
even stronger claim that insofar as coalition is a process it involves a
relationship that extends beyond any single issue. We continually construct
and reconstruct our connectionsand relationships. Because we are already
involved, because we are working, talking, and arguing, we have opened
up the possibility for acting in concert and coalition when the situation
demands it. But, because she does not articulate specificitywith communicative engagement and interaction, this idea remains unexplored. Phelan is
rightly critical of interest group and pluralist models of coalition, and she
has an understanding of local politics that extends beyond immediate
locale. But how we coalesce, how we come together in affinity groups, is
not specified. I argue that it depends on precisely that talk and negotiation
to which she gestures but upon which she does not elaborate.
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GENEALOGY
Genealogy is another tool useful for building feminist coalition^.^ Valuing the diversity of feminist practices while acknowledging that such
diversity inay lead to infighting and weaken coalitional efforts, Lee
Quinby (1994) urges feminists to ‘‘become inore genealogical.” She borrows the genealogical method from Foucault and employs it in order to
“establish a historical knowledge of struggles and to make use of this
knowledge tactically today” (3 1). When connected with feminism, genealogical analysis exposes the normalizing effects of claims to truth, clarifies
the lines of demarcation between different feminisms, and “illuminates
shared targets of power relations that might otherwise be overlooked”
(3 1). In other words, a genealogical approach situates feminisins in their
political and historicd contexts, recognizes the differences between them,
and uses these very differences to understand the complex relations of
power that produced such differentiated feminisms. For Quinby, then,
genealogical feminism is an umbrella term for the perspective and practice
of feminism after identity politics. It refers to the coalitional possibilities
of multiple feminisins in struggle against myriad forms of oppression.
Quinby views ecofeminism as a “mosaic of resistances” that demonstrates the benefits of a genealogical approach to feminist coalition. Critical of the inoves toward consensus, orthodoxy, and totality that stifled new
left political creativity and polarized radical feminism, Quinby points out
that ecofeminism has drawn its energy fiom a multiplicity of places, ranging from spiritualism and goddess worship to policy oriented social ecology. Although within ecofeininisin there are calls for unity, the practices
and positions of ecofeminism are so diverse and idiosyncratic that they
“are not easily channeled into a coherent and comnprchensive political
program” (41). More importantly, the very diversity of these practices
responds to the actuality of multiple and shifting force relations. Ecofeminist politics include the holistic health inoveinent, struggles against toxic
waste and chemical dumping, challenges to the industrial production of
cancer zones in areas populated by poor people and racial minorities, and
efforts to plant bees and replenish the soil, as in The Green Belt Movement in Kenya, to mention but a few. In such a context, a unified program
is both ineffective and potentially complicitous in maintaining hegemony.
Quinby writes:
Because of shared concerns for health and freedom, a “we” has been
formed. This has not einerged from the prescriptions of a singleminded political program; indeed these “we” may or inay not be
self-consciously ecofeminist. As Foucault observed, coalitions for
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freedom are formed when a “we” emerges through shared questions
rather than as a “we” “previous to the question. (43)
As a coalitional piactice, then, ecofeminism operates through a politics of
resistance across a variety of fronts.
Perhaps because of her healthy suspicion of synthesizing efforts that
aim for a “comprehensive, centralized vision,” Quinby places the weight
of her argument on the plurality of resistances. This has the result of
making coalition rather hard to find. Indeed, I am not convinced that one
can properly speak of a “we” when some of us may be unaware that they
arc even in “our” ranks. When it comes to political struggle and action,
most, I think, would want to claim their alliances and allegiances themselves, rather than being subsumed in an “us,” whether in advance or in
the c o m e of political action. For example, many feminists have had the
experience of being swept into a pro- or anti-pornography camp because
of their work in other areas with little regard to their actual positions.
Consequently, Quinby’s “hodgepodge of resistances” may only be
intelligibleas a coalition when viewed through a theoretical lens. In other
words, the comprehensive vision remains. But instead of being inscribed
onto actual political practices, it is recoiistituted as a point a view, a
perspective for understanding disparate actions. And if those involved in
these disparate actions are themselves arguing over which practices are
“right” or “better,” as Quinby acknowledges is the case with ecofeminism, then coalition becomes a description or attribute applied by the theorist. Only the genealogist grasps the larger struggle of which local resistances are a part. Indeed, down in the trenches, perhaps fighting even each
other, we may never know we are acting in concert at all.
This is one interpretationof the possible effects of Quinby’s genealogical
feminism. She hints at another, however, when she argues that radical
democrats “need to find ways to create coalitions” (40). She refers to
instances of “insight” into and “recognition” of overlaps in the exploitation of land, labor, and women (42). She stresses the importance and vitality
of “theory in the interrogativemode” (43). And she writes: “Ecofeminism
as a politics of resistance forces us to question the categories of experience
that order the world and the truths we have come to know, even the truths of
our radical politics, by confronting us with the truths of other women and
men, differently acculturated, fighting against specific threats to their lands
and bodies” (45). Quinby’s emphasis on insight, recognition, and questioning point toward the communicativeconstitution of coalitions.
In contrast to the genealogist’s eye-view of coalition, theory in the
interrogative mode presupposes a conversation or dialogue. Questions are
generally raised to someone. Whether they are raised in order to establish
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a fact or problematize a state of affairs, interrogatives acquire their comprehensibility as speech acts through their location in a conversational
context. This conversationalcontext, moreover, is necessary for Quinby’s
account of the transformation of awareness that stems from acknowledging diverse truths and experiences. It is not simply the genealogist who
gains insight. Rather, as they raise their questions, those resisting along
various fronts can only recognize the overlaps in oppression if they first
recognize each other, if they view each other as making important contributions. They have to listen to the answers, not just ask questions. They
have to talk with one another, recognizing that they can learn from the
diversity of their experiences.
Consequently, genealogy is helpfid to those who are already in coalit i ~ n It
. ~enables them to appreciate the places where their tactics and
strategies diverge by helping them become aware of the complexityof the
relations and effects of power. In so doing, it provides a way of resisting
centralizing and unifying impulses even as it facilitates consolidation.
Working together becomes a question of integratingvarious approaches to
and interpretations of the issue at hand, not a possibility predicated on
unanimity of approach and interpretation. Yet, as we saw with Phelan’s
argument for specificity, all of these benefits of genealogy depend on the
character of an already existing relationship. How we are connected, how
the conversations and interactions constitutive of our coalition work, influences how our genealogies will be heard.
ACCOUNTABILITY

Whereas Phelan (1994) and Quinby (1994) provide useful tools for
coalitional practices, Donna Haraway (1991) helps us begin thinking about
the character of the connections necessary for coalition. Although this contribution appears most strongly in her discussion of accountability, for the
sake of clarity I need to talk briefly about Haraway’s notion of affinity.
Haraway develops an idea of affinity groups as the form of coalition
appropriate for cyborgs. Previous feminisms told stories of identity that
sought to unify women by invoking some truth about women’s experience
or reality, a truth that claimed to say something about how women naturally are or that relied on the naturalness of identifying as a woman. In
contrast, the affinity of cyborgs is a deliberate construction, something
built and chosen. An explicitly ironic and mythological vision of progressive political locations in an information society, the cyborg resists naturalization. Cyborg politics, moreover, responds to a world impossible to
envision from the limited point of view of a unitary political identity. This
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politics is based on the theorization of webs of power and forins of life
fabricated through new developments in science and technology. Haraway
writes: “I argue for a politics rooted in claims about fundamental changes
in the nature of class, race, and gender in an emerging system of world
order analogous in its novelty anti scope to that created by industrial
capitalism” (161). Cyborg politics, then, focuses on the contexts and
effects of local and global dislocations, rearrangements, and productions.
In addressing “the social relations of science and technology,” it finds
“fresh sources of analysis and political action” that open up possibilities
for new understandings of connection (165).
Haraway (1991) notes that building cyborgean affinities involves a
number of important issues and questions. I am interested in the question:
“What kind of political accountability can be constructed to tie women
together across the scientific-technical hierarchies separating us?” (1 69).
Haraway begins an answer in the chapter entitled “Situated Knowledges:
The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective.” Although this essay concerns itself primarily with problems in
social constructivism and in feminist standpoint epistemologies, in the
course of elaborating an account of partial perspectives as necessary for
feminist objectivity, Haraway argues against “various forms of unlocatable, and so irresponsible, knowledge claims” (191). In this context, she
makes some points about accountability that are crucial to her notion of
political affinity. To be sure, Haraway herself does not theorize the connection between affinity and accountability. One can be found, however,
in her references to an idea of solidarity.
For Haraway, ‘‘irresponsible means unable to be called into account”
(1 91). Accordingly, she criticizes feminist glorification of subaltern perspectives no less than masculinist preoccupation with a context-less,
disembodied, “god’s-eye-view.” The positions of the subordinated are
not exempt from critique, deconstruction, or interpretation. They do not
provide unmediared access to knowledge and reality. On the contrary,
their theoretical importance arises from their recognition of the partiality
and situatedness of knowledge-claims. Consequently,the pluralization of
points of view or ways of seeing should not be misconstrued as the
simple acceptance of any and every possible position or opinion. Drawing from the experiences of marginalized others, in other words, is not an
endorsement of relativism. It suggests a way beyond the realist/relativist
opposition: “The alternative to relativism is partial, locatable, critical
knowledges sustaining the possibility of webs of connections called solidarity in politics and shared conversations in epistemology” (191). What
is important for my purposes is the way, in the course of her critique of
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romanticized appropriations of visions of the oppressed, Haraway shifts
from the language of accountability to an idea of solidarity, in the process
articulating them together. Haraway’s solidarities and epistemologies
simultaneously depend on and sustain the fragmented and embodied
selves of postmodernity: “The split and contradictory self is the one who
can interrogate positionings and be accountable, the one who can
construct and join rational conversations and fantastic itnaginings that
change history” (193). Fragmentation or splitness, the actuality of lived
incompleteness and partiality, makes working with others possible. We
need each other. Political action requires the insights of diverse experiences. With the awareness that wholeness is an illusion with chilling
effects for coalitional practices comes the need for multiple differentiated and partial perspectives. Haraway explains: “The knowing self is
partial in all its guises, never finished, whole, simply there and original;
it is always constructed and stitched together imperfectly, and therefore
able to join with another, to see together without claiming to be another”
(191). Like her idea of accountability, Haraway’s notion of solidarity
depends on partial knowledges and perspectives that remain open for
criticism and reinterpretation.
Haraway’s references to embodiment, vulnerability, and inequality, to
the “patterns of objectification in the world, that is, the patteins of reality
for which we must be accountable” suggest for what we must be accountable (195). What is less clear is to whom we are accountable. Put somewhat differently, if there is to be an accounting, who makes this accounting? And, who establishes the criteria according to which it takes place?
Finally, who is the audience for these accountings? Who is their reader,
their addressee? These questions are crucial if Haraway’s stress on partiality is to lead to joining, to solidarity, and not to relativist fragmentation.
That is to say, Haraway brings together a stress on accountability and
solidarity with an awareness of partiality, position, and critique. But how
this bringing together works is not clear.
When she links “the one who can interrogate positionings and be
accountable” with “the one who can construct and join rational conversations and fantastic imaginingsthat change history” (193), Haraway takes a
step toward explaining how partiality and solidaritycan be brought together. Her formulation suggests that offering an account is a response to
questioning, to interrogation. Accountability, then, is formulated as a discursive concept, in terms of a conversation. In the absence of communication our partial visions would remain just that, the limited perspectives of
those incapable of fmding an affinity with others. Yet Haraway stresses
that “Partial perspective can be held accountable for both its promising
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and its destructive monsters” (190). She urges that we “become answerable for what we learn how to see” (190). We answer those who ask. Our
partiality extends beyond our particular position because we are held
accountable for it. We have to justify, explain, and be ready to criticize our
perspectives. My point, then, is that partial perspective can only be rendered accountable in the context of coinmunicative practices.
Although Haraway refers to discourse and rational conversation, this is
not her primary focus. Moreover, the conversation she imagines is not an
ideal interaction among equals. This, in fact, is one of the strengths of her
argument. She visions feminism in terms of “power-sensitive, not pluralist, ‘conversation’ ” (195). The positionings interrogated are perhaps differentiated in teiins of power, the power or possibility to enter, participate,
and be heard in conversation, or the power to deflect questions, to shield
oneself from calls for accounting. Similarly, who can construct, join, and
imagine will be affected by power differences. Again, what is central here
is the idea that accountabilityis understood discursively.
A discursive notion of accountabilitytells us that we are accountableto
those with whom we are in conversation. When we call someone to account, we expect that person to answer us, to respond to our query. Further, it is likely that in the course of this conversation we will need to
discuss the terms and criteria for such accounting, again, seeking to address the issue together, communicatively.
Admittedly, this stress on conversationmay appear to rest uneasily with
Haraway’s emphasis on heteroglossia. Some theorists worry that concepts
like communicative interaction tend to exclusivity because they do not
seem to allow for misunderstandings or translation failures. But discourse
and dialogue do not presuppose one final vocabulary or universal language. Haraway herself sees the interpretive, critical, and partial nature of
translation as the very ground for engaged conversation (195).
Such a conversation is necessary for partial perspectives to be rendered
accountable. indeed, it is ciucial to the construction of affinity groups.
These sorts of coalitions do not arise just because people might have some
common interests or even commoii enemies. People have to communicate
to find out what they might have in common. Similarly, interests themselves are not fixed. Nancy Fraser (1989) makes this point in her analysis
of the “politics of need interpretation.” Becoming answerable “for what
we learn how to see” thus seems necessary for our ability to form affinity
groups. Failing to answer, to give an account, would prevent us from
working with others, suggesting that our relationship is oppositional rather
than solidaiy.
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“A DIALOGUE OF SOLIDARITY”

Phelan (1994), Quinby (1994), and Haraway (1991) make important
contributions to a post-identity feminist theory. Each reinterprets what has
been considered problematic in feminist theory as an asset for politics on
the conhsing terrain of postmodern society. Rather than getting bogged
down in discussions of sameness or difference, Phelan gives us a notion of
the specificity that enables us to grasp how individuality always depends
on sociality, on intersubjective connections and mutuality. Similarly,
Quinby’s genealogical feminism turns a drawback into an advantage as it
uses differing feminisms as varying points of resistance to practices of
oppression. Finally, by linking the limits of any specific position to a
notion of accountability, Haraway roots a supposition of interdependence
in her idea of affinity.
As I have shown, however, these contributionsneed to be situated in a
larger coinmunicative context in order to work as contributions. PartiaI
perspective and specificity are assets when combined with affinity and
coalition, when viewed as part of what Quinby terms a “mosaic of resistances.” Yet to be rendered accountable, to be capable of facilitating
connection, to be part of larger processes through which individual h i t s
are transformed into collective opportunities, these fragments have to be
understood in terms of what Kathleen Jones has referred to as ‘4adiuiogue
of solidarity about one another’s needs” (1993, 183). I develop this dialogic approach to coalition as the concept of reflective solidarity. To explain how reflective solidarity can provide that account of coinmunicative
engagement missing from current theories of feminist coalitional practices, I stress the constitution of a “we.” I then highlight the idea of accountability by articulating it with the idea of a situated, hypothetical third.
Citing Foucault’s notion of a “we” that emerges through shared questions, Quinby links the possibilityof coalition to “theory in the interrogative
mode.” We can explore this link by examining two uses of the expression
“we” in everyday speech. Sometimes, “we” is used to separate “us” from
“them.” Other times, “we” refers to “you” and “me.” The first, externally
established “we” excludes someone else; its coherence requires an outside
“they.” The second, internally established “we” draws its strength from the
mutual recognition of disparate and differentiated “1’s” (Habermas 1979).
This second sense of “we” is created through language. Simply sharing
an experience with others is not enough. We have to know that we share an
experience. Consequently, the experience lias to be expressed in language
(Taylor 1985). Of course, when I use language to express my sense of our
experience, I may not be saying anything new. But I am establishing a fact
among “us” that we have, in fact, shared an experience.
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By expressing my sense of our experience in language, I not only buitd
a connection to others but also facilitate the collective negotiation of who
“we” are or what it means to be one of “us.” Now that I have said
something, others can respond. They may agree with my appraisal of our
situation. 0 s they may disagree and challenge me to defend my position.
We may have to haggle over intespretations, terms, and meanings, never
completely sure whether we Understand things in exactly the same way.
Questions and queries, then, contribute to the construction of a “we.”
When someone asks me a question, I am expected to respond. I may need
to give reasons €or my opinions, to explain myself. Through our questions
we use language to construct a new experience of belonging.
Habermas’s discussion of communicative action provides a helpfid
analysis of this process (1984,302). He argues that the binding effect of a
speaker’s utterance, its ability rationally to motivate a hearer’s acceptance,
stems not Froin the validity of the utterance itself, but from the warranty
that the speaker can redeem the claim to validity that the utterance raises.
Queries, questions which call upon pariicipanks to elaborate upon or back
up their statements and opinions, link us together as they involve us in a
communicative give and take, a give and take requiring a sense of respect
on the part of hearer and speaker.
Whereas Habermas stresses the importance of consensus, of the ultimate agreement of speaker and hearer, what is important for a reflective
solidarity is the performative aspect of the query and response. As we
engage in a dialogue with one another we are “doing something by saying
something” (Austin 1962). We are creating a relationship that extends
beyond the issue of whether we agree or not.
The communicative and performative qualities of the internally designated “we” are important for feminist soiidarity because they remind us
that we don’t have to understand ourselves as “us” against “them.” We
can recognize each other as belonging to “us.” Through language we
establish a relationship with each other, creating a comnon space. With
our queries we challenge each other, letting our space, for a time, be one of
negotiation. This internally designated, communicative “we” stresses the
possibility of feminist coalitional practices in which the strength of the
bond connecting us stems from our mutual recognition of each other
instead of ftom our exclusion of someone else. More importantly,because
it is created through cointnunicativeutterances, this “we” cannot remain
fixed. It is constantly recreated and renewed by the query as we confront
and challenge, accept and reject, the claims raised by each and all.
Accordingly, although the need for action may often require that some
accept decisionsthey do not like, our solidarity remains. It is tied not to the
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outcomes of particular decisions but to our commitment to dialogue and
discussion. Because its communicative roots point to the perfonnative
qualities of queries and responses, reflectivesolidarityanchors coalition in
the very process of continuing to work together. Just because one of us
disagrees now, our connection is not necessarily severed. We can keep
going, aware that later we will reassess our decisions. Indeed, simple
agreement “now” provides no guaranteeof future commitment.The problems the women’s movement has encountered after presumed agreements
and successes exemplify this point: the pro-life movement was able to
establish itself as a powerful political presence after Roe x Wade in part
because of feminist activists’ failure to build a sustainable solidarity. Not
only had feminist activists neglected to give sufficient attention to the
specifics of women’s positions toward abortion, but in their presumption
of a unified abortion position, they lost the opportunity to develop a
process of communication and critique, of query and response.
The externally established “we” also remains important for the solidarity of feminist coalitions. Because solidarity is always connected with
action we have to attend to the contexts in which appeals to solidarity are
raised. Generally, we call on another to stand by us over and against an
“other” who seeks to oppress us or who fails to recognize and include us.
Here reflective solidarity refers to the exclusion of exclusion: we are
connected through our struggle against those who threaten, denigrate, and
silence us. So our “we” is in effect externally constituted against that
“they” wishing to exclude us. Furthermore, if our solidarity is to be
accountable, we have to be aware of the limits of any given Understanding
of “we.” This requires that we take seriously the ever present fact of
exclusion. We can never be sure who “we” are in any final or ultimate
sense (as the debate over the inclusion of transsexuals and the transgendered in “women only” settings has made clear). Thus, we have to acknowledge the distinction between actual and potential members, the way
we may always exclude another.
This understanding of the term “we” provides us with an account of the
communicative context necessary for linking genealogical feminism with
theory in the interrogativemode, for articulatingaffinity with accountability, and for creating a situation safe for specificity. Once we recognize that
uttering “we” does not presuppose the existenceof a “they,” we shift our
idea of feminism, seeing it less as an identity and more as a political site.
The “we” of “we feminists” is established through our communicative
engagement with each other. Through our arguments with each other we
practice coalition. Because our “we” is performative, its content remains
in flux, changing with each interaction. Feminist coalition, like feminism
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itself, is always in process, the ongoing accomplishment of our discussions, criticisms, and reflections.
ACCOUNTABLE PERSPECTIVES

Although I have stressed the potential of a solidarity built from discussions, it is clearly the case that not all coinmunicativeinteractionsfacilitate
coalition. Many arguments do not lead to relationships that resemble anything like reflective solidarity. How then can we distinguish among those
exchanges which bring us together and those which tear us apart?
Despite my earlier appeal to Habermas, I do not think of his “rules of
discourse” (or “ideal speech situation”) as coalitional procedures. His
rules are a set of ideal presuppositionsunderlying “practical discourses,”
discourses through which all who could possibly be affected by the general observance of a norm come to agree on that norm’s validity (Habetmas
1990). The rules of discourse establish a procedure for the justification of
validity claim and cannot be applied automatically to the real establishment of relationships. Moreover, types of arguments, assertions, and styles
of speech potentially at odds with a procedure designed to give priority to
“the force of the better argument” may be crucial to building coalitions.
Elsa Barkley Brown makes this point in her discussion of the variety of
discursive forms which contributed to the construction of an AfricanAmerican public sphere in post-slavery Virginia, She writes:
Within black Richmonders’ construction of the public sphere, the
forms of discourse vaned from the prayer to the stump speech to the
testimonies regarding outrages against freedpeople to shouted interventions from the galleries into the debates on the legislative floor.
By the very nature of their participation-theinclusion of women and
children, the engagement through prayer, the disregard of fonnal
rules for speakersand audience, the engagement from the galleries in
the foimal legislative session-Afro-Richmonders challenged liberal
bourgeois notions of iational discourse. (1994, 110)
In a similar vein, the complex process of coalition formation requires
attunement to the variety in people’s form of communication, discussion,
and self-expression. For example, whereas some may take silence as assent, others use silence to express disagreement. Working together, then,
will always be a form of working out and through such differences.
Finally, the exclusion of particular kinds of speech overly predetermines the character of our relationship in advance. It leads to a failure of
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accountability and denial of specificityas one version of solidarity sets the
standards for who or what is admissible in our coalition.
Rather than provide criteria for distinguishingbetween speech acts that
bring us together or tear us apart, I find it more helpful to think about the
attitudes and perspectives underlying the communicative actions necessary for coalition. Indeed, Phelan, Quinby, and Haraway are especially
helpful in this regard. First, if our discussions are to enable us to construct
a “we,” each must respect the specificity of another and trust her enough
to stand by her. Failing to acknowledge and respect her specificity indicates a lack of solidarity. It reflects an individualisticattitude toward self
insofar as one prioritizes one’s own interpretation over an awareness of
mutuality. Second, we must take responsibility for our coalitional relationships and practices. This appears when we enter into dialogue, when we
recognize our common need for cooperation and make coalition a possibility. Responsibility, then, implies a genealogical perspective, an awareness of the variety of forms which consideration for others can take. Here
a lack of solidarity is manifest through a “consumerist” orientation toward relationships, an orientation which treats association with another
merely as a means to one’s own ends. One “consumes” a relationship
when one fails to contribute to the welfare of those involved and the
ongoing renewal of the shared sense of “we.”
Sharing the expectation that we are mutually responsible for our coalitional relationship means, then, that we each make ourselves accountable.
Accordingly, the very terms and language of our interaction cannot be
predetermined or structured in a rigid final vocabulary that takes needs,
desires and differences as given. While we are accountable to each other,
we are also accountable to those who remain excluded. Haraway’s insight
into the partiality of our perspective reminds us of the fallibiIity of any
discourse. Becoming answerable for what we learn how to see depends, in
other words, on the explicit acknowledgment of the limits of our vision. If
we presume that we can create a category of absolute inclusion, we substitute finality and certainty for the open process of lived relationship feminist solidarity designates. We risk reinstating a set of criteria for membership that will always privilege the voices and experiences of a given
group. A reflective feminist solidarity has to move doubt into its foundations, building from an awareness of and sensitivity to the limits of understanding. Accountability requires that the permanent risk of disagreement
itselfprovide a basis for solidarity.
A communicative approach to coalition alone does not guarantee risk.
As numerous critics of Habermasian discourse ethics and other discursive
universalist approaches to democratic politics have pointed out, dialogue
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may remain discussion among the few, the privileged. It may require skills
and vocabularies that themselves limit conversation. Consequently, to
avoid this problematic and exclusionary conceptualization of discourse,
reflective solidarity builds accountabilityinto a specific attitude, one that I
argue is necessary for coalition. I refer to this attitude as the perspectiveof
the situated, hypothetical third.
Understanding accountabilityas the perspective of a “third” anchors it
in communication interaction. The third supplements the “I-you” composition of “we” by bringing in the third-person perspective of a “she,”
“he,” or “they.” In so doing, it refrains from presuming that everyone is
already included in discussions, hence avoiding a totalizing or complacent
approach to discourse. Competent speakers have to know how to take the
communicative roles of speaker, hearer, or outside observer (Habermas
1987, 100). When I speak, I have to take the perspective not only of
someone listening to me, but also of someone observing the discussion
between the hearer and myself. I have to think about how an outside
observer might see and evaluate our conversation. Similarly, when I work
in coalition, I have to realize that we are discussing general issues which
extend beyond any particular debate as well as beyond my personal preferences. I have to look at what I say from the perspective of someone
listening to me and from the perspectiveof others who might be observing
or affected by my action. The third-person perspective, then, refers to the
capacity to distance oneself fiom the immediacy of discussion and generalize from situated claims and responses.
Communicative interaction thus involves more than two perspectives.
There is not just an “other” who hears what a speaker is saying. Alterity is
actually split into two moments. The other appears as a hearer, in opposition to the speaking “I,” and as a third space in the interaction, an outside
observer. When speakers and hearers look fiom this third space, they
realize that their perspectives are in principle interchangeable. They are
not merely aspects of this situation; anyone could adopt them. Moreover,
when the hierarchies or constraints of a given situation preclude such a
reversal in perspectives, the standpoint of the third is what enables us to
judge and evaluate the inequity (Dean 1995). Taking the third-person
perspective forces members to move beyond their specific situation and
adopt a general, hypothetical attitude toward their interaction. The perspective of the third, then, is a perspective of accountability. It enables us
to move from our specificities to our interconnections.
To return for a moment to Phelan (1994), her account of specificity
depends on precisely this perspective. A major component of her argument centers on her personal narrative of her life. Woven around class, the
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story, nonetheless, incorporates rich descriptions of the roles of sexuality,
physical and substance abuse, privilege, opportunity, gender, and ethnicity
throughout the lives and relationships in which her own subjectivity developed. If a reader responds to this story from the position of a hearer or
second person alone, the reader seems to be left with the limited option of
either identifyingor empathizing with Phelan or not. Even as the specificity of the account disrupts traditional political identifications, responses to
specific elements (rather than generalized and stereotyped identities) still
remain limited to the binary like me/different from me.
For example, a right-wing reader might look for explanations in the
story for why Phelan became a lesbian, failing to recognize, say, similarities in their experiences of class. A cynical reader might totally dismiss
Phelan’s discussion of race as politically correct. A feminist reader would
probably be deeply moved by the narrative, appreciative of Phelah willingness to forego easy explanations and her fluid understanding of identities. What is important is that for each of these readers to make a judgment
that escapes.the binaries acceptheject and like mehot like me each has to
move out of the hearer position and generalize Phelan’s account. Each has
to extend the narrative beyond Phelan’s specific experiences, generalizing
it and looking at in terms of broader political and social life. Indeed,
political and ethical responses are possible only when a life narrative is
viewed in terms of larger histories and practices because these histories
and practices provide contexts for appraising the events of a life.
I want to stress the fact that the coherence (or even incoherence) of these
histories and practices also always depends on a particular perspective, a
third-person perspective. The judgments of the right-wing, cynical, and
feminist readers rely not just on their own experiences but on the position
from which they evaluate their experiences. Although they may be relatively unaware of this position, they use it as a standpoint from which to
compare their experiences and beliefs with Phelan’s and draw out more
general implications and a~sessrnents.~
My claim is that solidarity depends
on our becoining aware of this third position, thematizingand opening it up.
The perspective of the situated, hypothetical third begins fioin our
specificities even as it bridges them. In contrast to the disembodied
neutrality and abstraction that has masked the sexual, racial, and class
biases of the third-person petspective for centuries of philosophical, political, and legal thought, my conception of the third assumes that selves are
multiple, contradictory, and overlapping, never hlly transparent, even to
themselves. This conception of the perspective of the third, moreover,
embodies our capacity to enter into a relationship not by establishing
absolute commonality with or asserting absolute difference from another
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but by holding open the option that our connection can always be seen
from a different perspective, questioned and renegotiated.
I call this perspective that of a situated third in order to stress the
embodied concreteness of any perspective we take toward ourselves and
our interactions: clearly, we do not suddenly end up diseinbodied and
placeless simply because we are attempting to reflect on our situation.
Reflection occurs from within a specific context. It is usually occasioned
by a tension, conflict, or rupture, by a query that challenges us to think
about how things could be other than they are. Because concrete issues
and events stimulate us to reflection, when we self-consciously take the
perspective of situated thirds we do not take just any perspective, higgledy-piggledy struggling to see from eveiyone's position. First, the actual
demands of the matter at hand provide guidelines and suggestions for
critical sites from which to view our situation. Second, the fact of interdependence reminds us that we are talking and working together because we
benefit from the contributionsof others; we have already rejected the myth
of a single vision. To repeat, reflective solidarity refers to the mutual
expectation of a responsible orientation to relationship. Taking the perspective of the third is one of the ways we exercise responsibility. When
we take it, we are taking it toward our relationship as a way of assessing it.
The situatednessof the third combines insights from Quinby (1994) and
Haraway (1991). Genealogy helps uncover specific axes and formations
of power constituting a given issue. When deployed from a variety of
specific, partial positions, it contributes to coalition building: specific
groups and individuals start to attend to possibilities and effects of which
.~
they have been unaware. A useful analogy might be with a p u ~ z l eGenealogical analysis lets us find differing pieces that give us a fuller picture of
our situation. The picture takes form as new pieces join in. Each contributes something valuable, something previously lacking. Each piece alone
might highlight a vital detail. But the significance of the detail appears
most strongly when connected with other pieces. So because genealogy
facilitates reflection on the context and constitution of what we see as the
issue at hand as well as how we see, diverse experiences of and insights
into the workings of power can be understood as crucial to effective
struggle and resistance. To take the perspective of situated thirds is to
validate these diverse and partial positions, becoming accountable to and
for them. When part of discussions and arguments about possibilities for
action in concert, taking this perspective strengthens the solidarity of those
resisting and struggling together.
I stress the hypothetical nature of the perspective of the third to give
place to Haraway's emphasis on the limits of our perspective. Because it is
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the point of accountability, the perspective of a hypothetical third must
explicitlyacknowledge its own limits. There is always somethingor soineone we have failed to see. There is always more to do. The hypotheticality
of the third entreats us to an awareness of what always remains excluded.
Our solidary reflection will never enable us fully to include all voices and
experiences. Nonetheless, as we adopt this perspective, we accept responsibility for our exclusions and attempt to include excluded others in our
“we.” Thus, the hypothetical status of the third refers to a space which
must remain permanently open.’
The perspectiveof the situated, hypothetical third is central for a reflective concept of feminist solidarity. When we take the perspective of situated, hypothetical thirds, we expose the omissions and blind spots in
partial accounts of our experiences, issues, and goals. We articulate new
aspects of specific narratives, building (rather than finding) diverse points
of connection. Taking this perspective prevents us from solidifying the
needs, fears, or demands of one group or position into languages that
distort the pains and experiences of others with whom we might work
together in coalition. Because we see from beyond ourselves, we assert
and reestablish our solidarity in that act of perspective-taking whereby we
acknowledgethat others’ perceptions may not be the same as our own but
nonetheless deserve attention and respect.
CONCLUSION

I have offered the concept of a reflective feminist solidarity as a way to
think about coalitional practices after identity politics. Reflective solidaity
is based on the idea that our disagreements and arguments can bring us
together rather than tear us apart. In identity politics, differences of race,
class, and sexuality were often theorized as barriers to collective political
action. My vision of feminist solidarity transforms these barriers into resources. To this end, it learns from and brings together the work on specificity, genealogy, and accountability contributed by Phelan, Quinby, and Haraway. If we can take a reflective attitude toward ourselves and our
interactions, we can begin forming coalitions in which disagreement stiinulates further investigation, discussion, and critique, leads to more complex
analyses of relations of oppression, and opens up new sites of resistance.
To be sure, getting people to come together and start talking about the
possibility of coalition remains a difficult practical problem. Gaps in material, temporal, and educational resources prevent many from seeing participation in political endeavors as a viable alternative to apathy or despair.
Some people are content in their privilege, reluctant to reflect on the
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inequities that make it possible. Still others grapple with anger and resentineat that lead them to view differences with suspicion. Bluntly stated,
dialogue and discussion will not by themselves enable us to overcome the
inequalities of power and privilege, of racism and homophobia. Reflective
solidarity is not a panacea for the problems facing feminists and others
who Qy to resist oppression. It is a conception of the kind of connections
we need to develop, the process through which we need to work, in order
to build coalitions that can effect the changes necessary to alleviate the
inequities and sufferings burdening some people’s lives.
Stressing the indeterminacy of contemporary politics, the ever-shifting
alliances, displacementof traditional identifications, and rapid commercial
appropriation of radical signifiers, Kobena Mercer (1994) welcomes us to
the inessyjungle of democraticstruggle and resistance. For him the lack of
a common political language is an opportunity to constitute new alliances.
Mercer writes:
In my view solidarity does not mean that everyone thinks the same
way; it begins when people have the confidence to disagree over
issues of fundamental importance precisely because they “care”
about constructing common ground. It is around such passions encountered in the pluralized and diversified foims of contempomy
democracy that the issue of alliances needs to be rethought. . . (284)
Reflective solidarity extends this idea by working out the communicative underpinnings necessary for constructing coinmon ground. It stresses
the discursive constitution of a coalitional “we.” This “we” changes over
time, varying with and responding to ever-changing needs and circumstances. Further, reflective solidarity depends on the notion of the situated,
hypothetical third. This perspective of accountability attends to the interdependence of partial perspectives, the context from which evaluations
arise, and the limits of any position or solution. Despite our efforts at
inclusion, we will always risk ignoring or silencing the voices of others.
By reminding us of these situated others, the perspective of the third
enables us to take responsibility for how we learn to see, making us
account for exclusions and omissions even when, in fact especial& when,
they appear inevitable or unavoidable.
NOTES
1 . I am indebted to Joan Tronto for stressing this point to me in the critique of
Solidariiy ofStt-angers she presented at the Conference on Contested Terrains in
Prague, Czech Republic, May 1996.
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2. Obviously, coalitions depend on a variety of factors. In this essay my
stress is on the communicative presuppositions of coalitional practice. Other
presuppositions are historical, material, informational, socio-legal, and so on. I
am not presuming a hierarchy among these different factors; however, we
should not let an awareness of material difficulties and class differences lead us
to think that economic problems have to be solved for women to work together
in coalition. That would both prioritize class over sex (instead of rethinking their
relation in specific contexts) and limit in advance what political action can be
thought to achieve.
3. Phelan also includes an interesting discussion of the role of genealogy in
community formation and coalition building (1994, 17-20; 89-94). Whereas
Quinby advocates a genealogical approach to feminism, Phelan sees genealogy as
a way of getting specific. (She clarified this point to me in an interesting e-mail
exchange.) I think both are right and that, when genealogy is situated in a communicative context, we can appreciate how it and specificity will emerge as responses to different questions and challenges.
4. Discussions with Lee Quinby helped me work out these ideas.
5. The last two decades of feminist theory have provided insightful analyses of
the false claims of disembodied neutralityor abstract generality that mask the specificity of this position (cf. Benhabib 1992). Explorations of concrete effects of both
the falsely general, disembodied perspective and of attempts to situate and embody
this perspective can be found in the legal debate over sexual harassment. Assessing
the “hostility” of a workplace has been thought to depend on whether one adopts a
“reasonableperson” or “reasonable woman” standard (cf. Dean 1994).
6. This analogy should not be taken too far. Not only does it risk calling up flat
images of table-topjigsaw puzzles and hence displacing more complex elements
of history, verticality, and layeredness, but also it could be misread as suggesting
that genealogy simply finds what is already there. This is not how I understand
genealogy. On the contrary, I consider construction and fabrication crucial coinponents of genealogical analysis.
7. My thinking here has been influenced by theorists working in various philosophical traditions and beginning from different concrete problems. These include
Drucilla Cornell’s (1991, 1992) ethical interventions in deconstruction, Derrick
Bell’s (1992) evocation of hope amid the permanence of racism, and Renata Salecl’s (1996) use of Lacan to hold us responsible for our symptoms.
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